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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.4-rev17
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.4-rev18
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5930.

OXUIB-556 No refresh on account recovery options
Settings pane for account was not updated when recovering passwords.
This has been fixed by adding listener to refresh and update the account settings pane.
OXUIB-561 External Storage account cannot be added immediately after it got deleted
This was caused by a missing trigger and listener for reset events.
This has been solved by adding missing trigger and listener for reset events.
OXUIB-647 Problem on read receipt: bad sender mail address
Primary address was used in all cases.
This has been fixed by adding recipient parameter when calling api.ack and in case mail sent to alias
address also this one is used for ack.
OXUIB-602 Missing contact image in desktop notifications
With WebSockets disabled, desktop notifications for mail didn’t fetched a contact image.
This has been solved by refactoring mail desktop notifications to use the same message style as
with WebSockets enabled.
OXUIB-573 Attach vCard to an email - no checkmark in dropdown shown
Was caused by missing listener to detect, whether the vcard is attached or not.
This has been fixed by introducing missing listeners.
OXUIB-177 Toggling editor mode appends signature instead of replacing it
The signature content was not correctly recognized when switching from plain text to html editor.
This has been solved by removing signature on editor toggle and append it again afterward.
MWB-828 StackOverflowError on certain mail
Possible stack overflow (application recursed too deeply) while parsing addresses from an E-Mail
header, which was syntactically broken.
This has been fixed by avoiding possible stack overflow (application recursed too deeply) while parsing addresses from an E-Mail header, which is syntactically broken. Display that message as well as
possible.
MWB-851 Display name used for reply to
Personal part taken over from referenced message, which might be manipulated by sender.
This has been fixed by discarding personal part when pre-filling the ”From” address.
MWB-688 English error description popup - rest of the UI is set to german
Probably update for German for a 7.10.4 bug fix was not applied.
This has been solved by adding missing translation.
MWB-805 WebEX invitations are displaying the incorrect timezone
Unknown timezone in invitation not interpreted correctly.
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More sophisticated comparison of parsed timezone observances during import.
MWB-833 CardDAV: subscribe / unsubscribe CardDAV folders has no effect on macOS address book
A modified ”subscribed” or ”usedforsync” status in one of the underlying folders is not recognized
during the incremental synchronization of the aggregated collection in CardDAV.
This has been fixed by including folder state in sync-token of aggregated collection for CardDAV.
MWB-762 Failed to delete (aborted or) completed data export tasks
Deletion of data export task fails due to missing/absent user/context entities when querying appropriate schema reference for a user to operate on correct database.
This has been solved by making config-cascade robust towards missing/absent user/context entity.
MWB-713 Calendar entry does not get updated via CalDAV using .ics invites
A user is not able to update an event that was initially organized externally.
Solution: Allow attendee changes if assumed to be initiated by an external organizer.
OXUIB-541 Login page cut off on small screens
The header and footer were absolute positioned, which doesn’t play nice with a flex layout.
This has been solved by refactoring markup to use flex layout as it is intended.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-556, OXUIB-561, OXUIB-647, OXUIB-602, OXUIB-573, OXUIB-177, MWB-828, MWB-851, MWB688, MWB-805, MWB-833, MWB-762, MWB-713, OXUIB-541,
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